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LESS is More: Rethinking Probabilistic Models of Human 
Behavior

LESS =  Limiting Errors due to Similar Selections



Introduction to Boltzmann Rationality

There are two components to human behavior:

● Intentions (unobserved reward on state) 
● Behavior (observed action)

“A human will act out a trajectory with probability proportional to the exponentiated return they receive for the 
trajectory.”

Why Boltzmann? He was a physicist.

● Boltzmann worked on statistical mechanics, describing how macro-scale effects appear from atom-level, nearly 
random behavior.

● Individuals make decisions based on the available information and their cognitive constraints, similar to how 
particles in a gas move and interact based on their physical constraints.

● Decisions may not always be perfectly rational, but can still be understood using probabilistic principles.



History: Luce’s axiom of choice

1. We have a set of options O
2. We have a value for each option
3. Thus

4. And if we have an underlying reward, where value = exp(reward)

Note: In a perfectly rational model, 
humans would just do the thing with 
the highest reward



Extension to trajectories

Notation: 

●           : trajectory in the universe of trajectories
●                 : feature vector over trajectory (for example, an embedding)
● Our trajectory space           is continuous, so we get a probability density



The duplicate problem

In the discrete case, boltzmann rationality has no concept of “similar actions”.



Extending this problem to the continuous case

In the continuous space, we have infinite trajectories. Some are more similar, and 
some are less. We should include a term for similarity in the boltzmann rationality 
model. 



What do you get out of LESS?

Desirable properties

● Trajectories with the same feature vector don’t matter. This could be the case 
that the robot takes two different paths, but your sensors don’t capture the 
difference.



Bayesian inference with Boltzmann Inference and LESS

In experiments

● Number of possible θ is finite
● We have a finite number of trajectory samples (so no intractable integrals)



Toy problem: Imitation learning from human 
demonstrations with LESS



LESS vs. Boltzmann: Robotic manipulation task

We have three tasks of robotic manipulation to keep the coffee cup away from the other object.

Features of interest: Velocity of arm, distance from object.

Sample ten different trajectory sets - see whether the robot can robustly learn the task across each 
training set.



Robotic Manipulation Results

KLAggregate metric - the KL divergence between ten posterior distributions after the robot trains 
on each set and performs an inference from each. We want this to be lower - the robot should 
give a consistent trajectory at inference time, irrespective of fluctuations in training set. 



LLaMa2 Reward Modeling



Why Reward Models for LLM?

We want a mapping from 

(generation | prompt) => real-valued reward

This allows us to solve the problem of determining the better generation.

Prompt: I like to eat

Water, 
Reward=-2

Pie, reward=0.6



The Reward Model Arch

P(pie) = 0.7

Transformer
Decoder

Stack
Input: I like to eat Embedding:

[0.3, -1.2, …] 

Reward=0.6

P(garbage) = 
0.1

P(water) = 0.2

LLM

Reward Model

Important to initialize RM from LLM
● RM has the same “knowledge” as LLM. 

Important for cases where RM-LLM 
information mismatch can create faulty 
scores.

● Open whether you should initialize from 
pretrained, SFT, or even post-RLHF 
checkpoint



Structure of the data

Paired preferences: <prompt_history, response_chosen, response_accepted>

Additional data in the llama2 paper: <degree of separation>



Training and Evaluating with degree of difference

Is it important to separate responses that are very similar?



Margin Loss



Quick aside: How are the margins chosen?

It’s because sigmoid flattens out outside of [-4, 4]



Reward Model Iteration and Quirks

LLM Distribution Shift

● After each LLM model improvement, the RM must collect a new set of human preferences based on the new 
LLM. This keeps it on distribution - otherwise the RM degrades as the LLM distribution shifts.

RM coupled with LLM

● We generally train the RM to be better at differentiating human preference on the LLM distribution. But this 
makes it poor at differentiating for generations outside of this particular LLM.

● As expected, RM is bad at evaluating another LLM (eg GPT4) in comparison with the LLM. 
● Surprisingly, RM is bad at evaluating gold human writing against llama2. So say you want to evaluate 

whether your LLM is improving against gold human annotation baseline. Your RM will give nonsensical 
numbers OR heavily prefer the LLM outputs.

RMs are sensitive to train

● You don’t want to epoch on the data, RMs will easily overfit
● Greater tendency to forget past preferences if continuously finetuned



Separation of Helpful and Harmful

There is a tension between the concepts of “helpfulness” and “harmfulness”. Two RMs 
are trained: safety RM and helpful RM.

Helpful RM

● Primarily Meta Helpfulness dataset
● Small mixture of Safety dataset
● Other open source datasets (eg Anthropic Helpful)

Safety RM

● All Meta Safety and Anthropic Harmless
● Includes 10% helpful data - helps differentiate two generations that are both safe



Multi-Reward Model Optimization

Piecewise loss:

● R(g | p) = reward of generation given prompt
● Threshold based on safety RM score (R_s) for unsafe prompts
● Otherwise use helpful RM score

Is this the best way?



Scaling



Issues with current crop of reward models

● How best to collect human feedback? Training annotators and making sure 
they do the correct thing is hard.

● Don’t perform well with adversarial prompts - can be sensitive to small 
changes.

● Are they well-calibrated? This matters for RLHF - pure preference accuracy 
isn’t enough.



Anthropic RM - Evaluating preference models
Agreement is low everywhere.



Do reward models “glance” at their input text?

Anthropic reward model fails - adversarial robustness still needs improvement



Appendix



Human Irrationality

Humans are irrational

They can be irrational in different ways

For each kind of irrationality, model as:

● Rational?
● Irrational?

What’s the performance difference?



Human Model Performance

Irrational Irrational Best - communicates 
information about the 
reward

Rational Rational Very good

Irrational Irrational (capture bias)

Irrational Noisily-Rational Very poor



How to study 

(behavior | irrationality/bias, ground truth reward) pairs?

We can’t get ground truth reward. Maybe this is hunger, or desire for power, or 
comfort. But this is not knowable.

Simulate the behavior across different irrationality/bias conditionals. Then 
compare against ground truth behavior.

the accuracy of a Bayesian posterior on the reward parameter given the 
(simulated) human’s inputs. This is basically maximum likelihood



Anthropic Reward Modeling


